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ABSTRACT 

Since World War II, there lias been increasing reeog* 

nition of the problems of economic development* This has 

focused wide attention on the economically less developed 

countries of the world. During this period the economic 

growth of Taiwan has been outstanding among Asiatic 

countries, countries which have always been economically 

underdeveloped. Its growth rate of economy is one of the 

highest in Asia. 

This study uses statistical models to forecast future 

economic development of Taiwan based on past data from 

1952 to 1962. The trend of future economic development 

in Taiwan for 1963-1972 is forecasted. 

The results obtained from the model will, of course, 

very likely not be the exact path of future development, 

they merely show th® most probable pattern of future 

economic growth based on past data and the forecasting 

techniques used in this study. 

Given the forecasts in this study (particularly 

Taiwan's projected rapid population growth) and Taiwan's 

island economy, the significance of international trade 

is all the mors clearly manifest for the course ©f her 

induetralizat ion, However, all of this auguros well for 

th© future. 



CHAPTER I 

tmnmmTim 

HISTORICAL mcmmmn OF TAIWA» 

Taiwan Is the small®et province of China* It Is 

separated from Pukien previa©® ©a the China, iiainland fey 

the Taiwan Straits about 200km at the broadest point and 

130 km at the narrowest* At the conclusion of the first 

Lino-Japanese War in 1895# Taiwan was ceded t© Japan# As 

a result of the Japanese surrender in World War II* Taiwan 

was restored, to the Republic of China in t#&5* 

Following the fall of the China mainland to the 

Communist in 19^9, the Chines© government moved its 

seat to Taiwan, It was also during that time that the 

nation came to the full realization that in the reconstruc

tion and development of Taiwan lies the hope of return to 

the mainland and overthrow of the Communist regimes 

soommiQ wmmmmt OF TAIWAH 

After the China mainland was taken over by the 

Chinese Communists in 19^9, the Republic of China engaged 

in economic development on Taiwan* At the outset, major 

efforts were directed to postwar economic reconstruction 

and rehabilitation. In the initial stage, emphasis was 

placed on reconstruction of devastated industrial plants, 
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repair of disrupted rail and highway lines, deepening of 

harbors, improvement of irrigation systems and farming 

techniques,and so on. To improve the livelihood of the 

rural masses, the government was engaged in one of the 

world's most successful land reform programs in 1949, 

Not only has there been a sharp increase in both unit area 

yield and farmer's share of income, but also social justice 

has been achieved which enhances the economic development 

of Taiwan,1 

Prom 1953 to 1964, three consecutive four-year economic 

development plans were devoted to achievement of a well 

balanced economy with emphasis on modernization of industry 

and commerce as well as agricultural development. This 

has been follov?ed by the fourth or the current four-year 

plan which constitutes an integral part of a ten-year long 

range economic development plan starting from 1965 and 

extending through 1974. 

The first three four-year plans have been very suc

cessfully carried out,and with real national income and 

real per capita income increased respectively by 134*9$ 

and 59$ over the period. The average annual growth rate 

of real national income was ?.4$ and that of real per 

1 Hui-sun Tang, High Lights of hand Reform in Taiwan 
(Taiwan, Chinat Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction, 
1963)• 
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capita income, 3.9%, the high rate of population increase 

notwithstanding,2 

In agriculture, as has already been mentioned, one 

of the world's most successful land reform programs has 

helped to achieve a rapid increase in the volume of agri-

cultural products and has added to the economic development 

of Taiwan. Prom 1953 to 1964, unit area yield of major crops 

increased 10 to 100%, Output of all these crops has sub

stantially increased, except for a few which have been 

planted in limited areas. In the case of rice, the most 

important crop on Taiwan, some 2.1 million metric tons 

were produced in 1963, showing an increase of more than 

35% over 1952 from virtually the same acreage. Fisheries 

have been forging ahead at the fastest pace in recent years. 

Annual production in 1963 reached 350,729 metric tons, 

Timber is the largest asset nature has bestowed on Taiwan, 

as more than half of the island is covered by forests. 

Since 1953, koth logging methods and transportation faci

lities have been greatly improved, with the result that the 

annual log production has increased from 448,570 cubic 

meters in 1952 to 904,722 cubic meters in 1962," 

^ Industry of Free China, Vol, XXIII No, 3» March 
1965, p.2. 

3 ibid,, p. 3-
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In industry, repair of power plants and railway lines 

featured prominently in the postwar rehabilitation program. 

Hl^h priority was given to fertilizer manufacturing# petro

leum refining# aluminium processing, coal mining and pro

duction of chemicals for industrial uses. As a result of 

unremitting efforts of the government and the people# all 

these industries were quickly restored to their prewar 

levels. In the meantime# such light industries as cotton 

textiles and food processing came into existence In ever-

increasing numbers. In order to provide adequate power 

supply for industrial development, installed capacity of 

power generation has been raised from 0,3 million KW in 

1952 to 1.1 million KW in 1964. Industrial power con

sumption rose- from 0,8 billion K.W.H. to 4 billion between 

1952 and 1964. Thus# under the first four-year plan# 

emphasis was laid on the increase of consumer goods pro

duction to satisfy domestic needs. A number of new plants 

sprang up during the four-year period, turning out goods 

in great demand# including cement# window glass# bagasse 

board# and DDT, In addition# metal# machinery# and electrical 

appliance industries began to develop. The textile, flour 

milling and edible oil industries have also been developed 

rapidly. 

Industry of Free China# Vol. XXIII No. 3» March 

1965» p.^. 
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The policy underlying the second and the third 

four-year plans® launched respectively in 1957 arid 1961, 

was to broaden the industrial base through diversification 

of production and to promote export trad© in order to earn 

more foreign exchange for import of more raw materials, 

Commodities that have emerged in recent years as major 

foreign exchange earners include canned pineapple and 

mushrooms® cement® plywood® and metal products, Another 

industry being successfully promoted is pharmaceuticals, 

which started out with repackaging about a decade ago, but 

they are now engaged in the manufacture of such important 

drugs as antibiotics, Moreover, Taiwan has also been 

manufacturing automobiles, refrigerators, and television 

sets. 

In foreign trade development, the past twelve years 

have witnessed a steady increase in imports and exports} 

but exports had lagged behind imports in rat® of growth 

until 1961, when the largest unfavorable balance of 0, S, 

$110 million was registered, But the unfavorable balance 

of trade took a turn for the better in 1962, when the 

deficit was narrowed down to U.S. $88 million. In 1963* 

exports began to exceed imports. This trend continued into 

1964, when total exports reached U»S» $463 million, and 

total imports amounted to U.S. $53 million®-* 

5 industry of Free China, Vol, XXIII No. 3, March 
19659 P- 5. 
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The rapid foreign trad® development may be attributable 

to the following factors? 

(1) The efforts mad© in the past toward promotion 

of industrial production have begun to yield results. 

(2) The high sugar price in recent yeax*s and the 

diversification of exports stimulated the pace of growth. 

(3) No national calamities such as typhoons and 

floods occurred in 1964-. Thus# agricultural and industrial 

production were not adversely affected. 

For what has been achieved in the agricultural and 

industrial development of Taiwan# the Republic ©f China 

owes a great deal to the economic assistance of the 

United States. Without U, S. aid# the economy of Taiwan 

would not have grown as fast as it did. As a result of 

the progress in agricultural and industrial development 

on Taiwan# U» S. aid is no longer necessary. Taiwan became 

the first nation in southeast Asia to outgrow its need for 

U. S. aid. The Taiwanese standard of living is exceeded in 

Asia only by that of Japan. 

DTha Wall Street Journal. Vol. XXXVI# No. 22 (August 
2# 1965)# p. 1 Column 1. 
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PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

In the past decades, the problems of economic 

development have received increasing recognition. This 

has focused wide attention on the economically less deve

loped countries of the world. Devising modern forecasting 

techniques to project the future path of micro economic or 

macroeconomic magnitudes enhances considerably good planning 

and optimum utilisation of resources. The task of building 

accurate forecasting models in the case of a developing 

economy becomes a difficult one as the dynamics of the 

young economy or the lack of accurate data disrupt the 

parameter. 

The result of three consecutive four-year economic 

development plans has been the development of that nation's 

economy into a dynamic ongoing enterprise. The foremost 

objective of those who are attempting to direct the future 

development of Taiwan's economy is to maintain this growth 

at an even greater rate, A fundamental tool for scientific 

and systematic analysis of the economy, present and future, 

is economic models for trend analysis and projection. 

Limited use of economic tools for forecasting has taken 

place in Taiwan. The government authorities in Taiwan, 

however, have stated that an increased use and understanding 

of projection analysis and econometric methods is an 
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elemental need for the future economic planning of the 

economy of Taiwan,' 

It is evident that some of the statistical techniques 

known to economist®, if applied to the economy of Taiwan, 

would he of little value, The question then becomes which 

techniques can best be applied by the planner® of Taiwan's 

economy. Those techniques recommended surely must '00 sub

mitted to a rigorous examination of their pertinence and 

usefulness, 

The hypothesis of this study is that the appropriate 

statistical techniques properly applied can be a signifi

cantly useful tool for the development of economic planning 

in the dynamic economy of Taiwan. Therefore, the purpose 

of this study is to be accomplished by developing and 

presenting a growth model of Taiwan and predicting the 

future based on statistical techniques. 

THE SCOPE OP THE STUDY 

Although the economic development of Taiwan is of 

great importance in historical perspective, the future 

prospects are of even greater importance. The economic 

growth of Taiwan is outstanding among Asiatic nations, 

and much economic research has been devoted to the 

7 Industry of ?ree China, Vol, XXX Ho* 2 (August 
1968), p. 2. 
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interpretation of this development,, Fortunately# a rich 

body of statistics on long-run development from 1952 to 1962 

has been made available by the authorities of Taiwan, The 

economic data for the period since 1952 is the basic sample 

on which the model of this study is based, The problem of 

Taiwan's growth is so important and interesting that a 

variety of methods of research should be used to throw 

light on it from many angles. 

Forecasting# or prediction# is often regarded as the 

critical test of any economic theory# particularly of any 
O 

econometric model. Although the number of different 

forecasting problems that may be approached is exceedingly 

large# the number of basic techniques used is limited, 

There are four basic methods for forecasting the future 

as follows % (1) consistency or persistence# (2) classical 

time series analysis# (3) correlation techniques# (k) 

econometric models. These methods will be illustrated in 

more detail in Chapter III, 

This study makes a long-run growth analysis by us® 

of econometric models. The trend of economic development 

for the next 10 years (1963-1972) will be forecasted. 

This process is called "Forecasting of the future.'5 But 

a forecasting of the future is merely an extension of the 

^Milton fi. Spencer# Colin G. Clark# Business, and 
Economic Forecas.ti.nki-^^lfiOlloiIsaM^piaach# (Richard 
D. Irwin, Inc.T homewood, Illinois, 1961), p, 38?. 
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past* As Professor Lawrence R, Klein has saidi ' 

Econometric models arc statistical models and, they 
give rise to statistical judgments* Such judgments 
are not put forward as precise estimates* Like all 
statistical judgment* they are subject to error* An 
advantage of econometric methods of forecasting* 
however9 is that they provide a framework in which 
to analyses and even to predict® error* 

Therefore, the task of econometric research is to estimate 

economic relationships statistically* This empirical 

testing and measurement of economic relationships is an 

essential step in the acquisition of economic knowledge* 

This study uses a statistical model to forecast future 

economic development based on the past data from 1952 to 1962. 

Whatever results are obtained from the model will very 

likely not be the exact path of .future development* They 

merely indicate the most probable pattern of future economic 

development based on past data and present statistical 

forecasting techniques. 

ORGANIZATION OP THE STUDY 

This study consists of four chapters* In Chapter II 

the economic progress in Taiwan and the nature as well as 

the design of th© model which this study is based on will 

be presented* Chapter III explains th© forecasting tech

niques? general methodology of statistical forecasting 

9Lawrence R. Klrin » An .In.trg.du.ofi.on. to Econometrics 
(Engl ©wood Cliffs* N * J * « Prentice-Hail Co*# 19o2T7pT,*2 ŝ, 
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and the concept of econometric models will be discussed 

in the first part of this chapter and the sample and 

estimates of the model as well as the procedures of computa

tion of the model are shown in the latter part. In Chapter 

IV* the conclusions of the study will be presented* along 

with criticisms of the forecasting techniques and a discussion 

of the future economic growth of Taiwan. 



CHAPTER II 

ECONOMIC PROGRESS IN TAIWAN 
AND THE NATURE AND DESIGN OP THE MODEL 

Since 19^9» Taiwan has made every effort to promote 

the economic development of its resources on this island. 

Initial efforts were devoted to postwar reconstruction and 

rehabilitation. By 1952, both agricultural and industrial 

production had regained prewar levels. In 1953» the govern

ment launched its first four-year economic development 

plan, making a policy shift from short-tens stabilization 

to long-term development. This has been followed by a 

second, a third, and a fourth plan. 

For 196?, the third year of the fourth plan, real 

national income and real per capita income were 206$ and 

91$ respectively higher than in 1952. Their average 

annual growth rates compounded over the 15 years were 

respectively 7.6$ and k,¥%. At current prices, 196?*s 

national income stood at US $2,9 billion and per capita 

income, US $209«~ 

1 China Year-Boos, (Taiwan, China, 1966-6?}, 
pp. 2?4-2§5. 
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AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

For almost two decades the Republic of China has 

devoted itself to the development of Taiwan's economy* 

In the immediate postwar period» efforts were largely 

directed to the restoration of the war-crippled direct 

productive sectors and infrastructure with a view to 

enlarging the supplies of agricultural and industrial 

products and to providing the basic services such as power 

and transportation. The principal objective was to relieve 

the heavy pressure of consumer demand and to achieve price 

stability. 

By 1952, inflation had been arrested in great measure 

as a result of successful rehabilitation efforts and 

increased output. A new strategy of development became 

warranted. Consequently# the following year saw the launch

ing of the nation's first four-year economic development 

plan. Since then, Taiwan's productive capacity has grown 

steadily. By 1967. agricultural output was up by 140* 

and industrial output by 564*. The average annual growth 

rates for agriculture and for industry were 6.0* and 13.5* 

respectively. Moreover, owing to the dynamo and faster 

growth of industry, there has been a structural change in 

the composition of the net domestic product. In 1967, 

agriculture accounted for 24.4* of the TOP and industry 
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for 28.4$ as compared with their respective shares of 

35*7% and 17*9% in 1952* Although its natural resource 

endowment is poor, Taiwan's climate is favorable to the 

cultivation of a variety of crops. However, only about 

a quarter of the total land, area of the island's 36,000 

square kilometers is areable.2 

Agricultural. 

To improve the livelihood of the rural masses, 

the government launched one of the world's most successful 

land reform programs in 1949, By 1963, all the tenant 

farmers who had purchased land under the land reform 

program had paid their last installments. Owner-tillers 

have increased from 36$ of all farmers in 1949 to more than 

68% in 196?, while tenant farmers have decreased from 39$ 

to 12$. The reminder both own and rent land, All farmers, 

tenants included, have improved their standard, of living 
3 markedly. 

The government began a land consolidation program 

in 1961 to bring together scattered small plots, to save 

the farmer time, and make agriculture more efficient. 

Other benefits include better road networks, access to 

irrigation works and improved drainage. By the end of 196?, 

2 China Yoar-Book, (Taiwan, China, 1966-6?}, pp, 2?4-
285. 

3 Ibid.. pp. 2?4-285, 
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about 113,4-50 hectares of farm land had been successfully 

consolidated, resulting in an increase in production on the 

one hand and reduction of production cost on the other. Preli

minary plans call for the consolidation of 300,000 hectares 

by the end of 1970, ' 

The land reform was primarily aimed at social justice, 

but it also has given much impetus to economic development. 

As the unit yield has risen, so has the income of farmers. 

Between 1948 and 1967, per hectare yield of paddy rice 

increased in Tayuan, for example, from 3,894 kg, to 7,826 kg,, 

and the farmer's share climbed from 47$ to 77$, 

The series of four-year plans has made possible long-

range programming ©f agricultural development. As there 

can be little increase in arable land, intensive farming 

has been persistently promoted in the interest of greater 

land productivity. Thus, new farming techniques have been 

introduced and extended. Included ar© the development of 

new and better varieties, crop rotation, multicropping and 

intercropping, increased and more efficient application of 

chemical fertiliser, intensification of plant disease 

control and pest control, and improvement of irrigation and 

drainage. Far® mechniaation has also been encouraged. Local 

h China Year-Book, (Taiwan, China, 1966-196?), pp, 2?4-
285, 

5 Ibid,, pp. 274-285, 
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production of power tillers is "beginning to make possible 

the replacement of draft cattle. 

Between 1953 and 1967, unit area yields of some crops 

such as "bananas and pineapple more than doubled. The output 

of all major crops9 except those for which acreage was reduced, 

has substantially increased. In the case of rice, the most 

important crop on Taiwan, some 2.hi million metric tons 

were produced in 196?» showing an increase from virtually 
6 

the same acreage of more than .5*# over 1952. 

Efforts have also been directed to the diversi

fication of crops and development of rural sidelines, 

Choice varieties of new crops have been tested and intro

duced into areas most suitable for their growth. Examples 

are soybeans, mushrooms and asparagus, which have augmented 

the income of thousands of farm families. Taiwan is the 

world*s largest exporter of canned mushrooms and pineapple 

and a leading exporter of canned asparagus. Hog raising 

has been greatly encouraged by the government. As a result 

of improved breeding, better feeding and effective control 

of hog cholera, til© island's hog population has increased 

steadily as a source of animal protein and as an export, 

The number of hogs slaughtered has increased from 1,26 

million head in 1952 to 3.^2 million in 1967/ 

6 ryhtrsa Year-3oo&, (Taiwan-China, 1966-1967), pp. 2?^-
285. 

7 Ibid. ,pp, 27^285. 
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The dairy industry is making a good start, The 

government is encouraging the establishment of dairy herds 

as a source of fresh milk and milk products, Use of slope-

lands for raising cattle and sheep is being considered. 

Three quarters of Taiwan's terrain is uplands," 

Among the various agricultural enterprisess fisheries 

have been forging ahead at the fastest pace in recent years. 

Total production of 1967 reached *1-58,233 metric tons, as 

compared with 121,697 in 1952. The reason for this lies 

in the dieselization of a growing number of fishing craft 

and the improvement of fishing methods and fishing gear. 

Deep-sea fishing fleets have been enlarged and are operating 

9 in waters from the Indian Ocean to the Atlantic, 

Timber is Taiwan's most abundant resource, Wore 

than half of the island is covered by forests. Since 1953® 

logging has been carried out under an overall forestry 

development program. As logging methods and transportation 

facilities are improved, timber production is increasing, 

The gain has been from W9.OOO cubic meters in 1952 to 

1,0^2,000 in 1967*10 

8 china Year-Book, (Taiwan, China, *i 966-1967)* pp. 27^~ 
285. 

9 Ibid., pp. 27^-285, 

ffbid,, pp. 27^-285. 
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In the industry sector,, rehabilitation and. expansion 

of power plants and railway and highway services were among 

the first steps in the poastwar reconstruction pro gran. 

Priorities were also given to fertiliser manufacture, 

petroleum refining, aluminum processing, coal mining and 

production of industrial chemicals® Their output was soon 

restored to prewar levels® Meanwhile, a number of light 

industries, led by textiles, were rapidly established. 

While oriented toward the domestic market and intended for 

import situation, they have over the years become earners 

of foreign exchange. Textiles, for instance® now tops the 

list of all exports. 

To provide adequate power supply for industrial 

development, a continual expansion of the electric power 

industry has taken place. Its installed capacity rose 

from 0,3 million lew in 1952 to 1,6 million kw in 1967, 

During the same period, total electric power output 

increased from 1.4 billion kwh to 8.4 billion, and energy 

sales to industry rose from 0,8 billion kwh to 5»? billion 

or almost S0y5 of total sales,' 'However, despite the 11,8$ 

growth in installed capacity during the last 15 years, 

demand continues to outrun supply. The current plan calls 
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for an expansion of the present installed capacity to upward 

of 4,5 million kw "by 1977, 

After 1952* emphasis was placed on consumer goods 

production to satisfy increased domestic needs. Many such 

industries were based on local raw materials, Among the 

plants established in the 1950s were those producing cement* 

sheet glass* bagasse board, DDT* metals, machinery* and 

electrical appliances, 

During this period, a rapid growth of textile, flour 

milling and edible oil industries took place along with 

increased imports of cotton, wheat and soybeans under the 

U» S» aid program. 

For the second and third four-year plans* the 

government undertook to broaden the industrial base 

through diversification and to promote export© in order 

to earn the foreign exchange necessary for import of 

needed raw materials and capital goods, 

A number of new industries have been set up. 

Particularly noteworthy, among the new products introduced, 

are PVG resin* viscose rayon, new chemical fertilizers, 

detergents, antibiotics and other new drugs, dry yeast, 

mono sodium glutamate, automobile tires and tube®, aluminum 

foil and extrusions, wire and cable® industrial instruments* 

power tillers, motor vehicles, telephones, transistor radios. 

11China Year-Book, (Taiwan, China, 1966-196?), pp. 274-
285, 
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TV sets, refrigerators and a host of other electrical home 

appliances. 

Electronics lias emerged in the mid-1960s as an 

increasingly significant factor in the manufacturing 

industry. As of the end of 196?, 23 out of a total of 40 

approved electronics plants with foreign, investment had "been 

placed in operation* With the many more foreign investors 

expected to come in, Taiwan has prospects of "becoming the 

second largest electronics center in the Far East. 

To achieve a higher degree of industrial sophisti

cation, two petrochemical complexes are gradually taking 

shape i one in southern Taiwan related to the Kaohsiung 

Refinery and its new naphtha cracking facilities* one near 

the natural gas fields in the north* These two complexes 

will produce a variety of petrochemicals, such as ethylene, 

acrylonitrile, ethylene dichloride, acetylene, propylene 

and styrene, to supply the needs for building blocks of the 

growing synthetic fiber and plastics industries, 

As a new endeavor to promote economic development, 

the Kaohisung Export Processing Zone was formally inaugurated 

in December 1966* Incorporating the advantages of a free 

trade zone and an industrial district, the KEP2 is designed 

to facilitate investments by providing well developed plant 

sites and tax incentives, to promote the processing of 

imported raw materials for export, to create employment 
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opportunities for the peoples and to bring in new production 

techniques with the inflow of overseas capital* A unique 

feature is the centralised administration of all affairs 

pertaining to the establishment and operation of productive 

enterprises located in the 2on©» By December 1967, a total 

of 114 investment projects, both domestic and foreign, had 

been approved3 of which 46 were already in production, 

An especially noteworthy aspect of the industrial 

development in the Republic of China is the rapid growth 

of private enterprise, Stat® enterprises predominated in 

the early postwar years as a result of the handover of 

Japanese properties to the government in 1945. However, 

the government quickly began to encourage private enterprise. 

It transferred several large establishments to private 

ownership and has mad® plans to dispose of others. It has 

also rendered technical and financial assistance to private 

industry, served as sponsor or promoter of new projects, 

and offered tax and other incentives. 

The faster growth of private enterprise has conse

quently reversed the relative position of the private and 
•* 

public sectors of the economy. Of the 196? industrial pro

duction, 70.3$ came from the private sector as compared with 

42,7$ in 1952.13 

12 china Year-Book. (Taiwan, China, 1966-1967), pp. 274-
285. 

13 Ibid,« pp. 274-285, 
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A balanced and coordinated development between 

agriculture and industry has been pursued. Impatient for 

economic progress, many developing countries have tended 

to overemphasise the role of industrialisation in economic 

development at the expense of agriculture and have run into 

disastrous consequences. Although Taiwan is predominantly 

agricultural, th® Chines© government realised early in the 

course of economic development that the agricultural sector 

is not only a source of food supply but also a source of 

investment capital and raw materials as well as a ready 

market for the industrial sector. Moreover, with little 

resources of local origin for industrial development the 

economy has to depend on th© export of agricultural products 

for exchange of most of th® equipment and supplies its 

industry needs. Consequently, the Government mad© clear 

at the very beginning its policy of "developing industry 

through agriculture and expanding agriculture through 

industry" and proceeded with a well coordinated program 

with due emphasis on both agriculture and industry, Over 

the years, Taiwan's economic growth has never been retarded 

as a result of diversion of resources to agriculture! on 

th® contrary, it has gained enormous support from it,1̂  

•^Industry orFpce-Chlna, {Taiwan, China) Vol, XXX 
Ko» 2 Augustl968 s pp* 3-47 
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FOREIGN TRADE 

The last 13 years have witnessed, a steady expansion 

in both exports and imports-. Whereas they accounted for 

only slightly more than one-fifth of the gross domestic 

product in the early 1950s, the share has increased to more 

than 40>£ of a GDP that has tripled, Thus, the importance 

of the trade sector in the economy has gained considerablyg 

it is the established policy of the government that its 

continuing growth be promoted, ̂  

Annual imports have persistently exceeded exports 

except for 1963 and 1964, However* owing to the inflow of 

external resources principally in the form of U.S. economic 

assistance (phased out in 1965)» financing by international 

lending agencies and other foreign governments, and private 

foreign investments, the trade deficits have been more than 

covered in most of the years, thereby resulting in a substan

tial improvement in the reserves position. In 196?, both 

exports and imports reached new highs of US$6?5 million and 

US$848 million respectively, showing a deficit of US$173 

million, The unfavorable trade balance of the last several 

years was due mainly to the sharp decline in the world sugar 

15 flhiwa. Year-Book, (Taiwan, China, 1966-196?), pp, 2?4~ 

285, 
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price arid to increased imports of capital goods and raw 
16 materials. 

Exports. 

Total exports in 196? amounted to US$6?5 million» 

showing an increase of 463$ over the US$120 million of 1932» 

and 16$ over the US$584 million of 1966, Exports formerly 

were made up principally of agricultural.products. Sugar 

and rice accounted for as much as ?8$ of total, exports in 

1952. With the continuing growth of industry® the relative 

importance of agricultural exports has waned. Thus® exports 

of sugar and rice* though reaching an all-time high of US$153 

million in 1964 on account of the soaring world sugar market® 

accounted for only 33$ of that year's total exports, In 
1? 196?, the share of sugar and rice was only about 10$, 

Exports of other products have shown a steady upward 

trend» rising from 1952's US$2? million to 196?'s US$610 

million— percentagewise, from 22$ to 90$ of total exports. 

Manufactured goods® excluding processed agricultural 
18 

products, accounted for about 60$ of 196? exports, 

16 China Year-Book. (Taiwan® China, 1966-lf6?}, 
pp. 2?^-285T~~ 

17 Ibid., pp. 27^-285. 

18 Ibid,, pp. 274-285. 
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Imports. 

Total imports rose to US$848 million in 196? * showing 

an increase of 310# over 1952's US$20? million, and up 41# 

from 1966*3 US$603 million. Imports financed by sources 

other than U. s. aid totaled US$81? million and accounted 

for 96# of total imports in 1967» as compared with 1952's 
10 

US$118 million and 57%, The increase was 592#* 

U. S. aid once accounted for over two-fifths of total 

imports and reached an all-time high of 4?# in 1955* With 

goods in the pipeline after the termination of the U.S. aid 

program in 1965s aid-financed imports still amounted to 

US$6? million or 12# but fell .gradually to US$31 million or 

4# in 1967« In 196?» raw materials and supplies mad© up 

the largest share of total imports at around 55#, followed 
9>'0 

by machinery and equipment at jB-% and consumer goods at ?#• 

During 196?, machinery and tools amounted to US$180 

million, accounting for 21,3# of total imports, followed 

by ores, metals and manufactures9 14,6#? vehicles, vessels 

and parts, 8,0#? electrical supplies, 6*5#? raw cotton, 

5,9#. crude and fuel oil, 4,6#? chemicals and chemical 

manufactures, 4,5#? beans, 4,4#? synthetic fibers and 

products, 4.2#? and wheat and flour. 3*?#* 21 

19 China fear-Book, {Taiwan, China, 1966-196?}, pp. 
274-285* 

20 Ibid,. pp. 274-285, 

21 Ibid.„ pp. 274-285. 
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The substantial ris® in 196?'s total imports was 

largely due to increased imports of capital equipment 

financed by the Japanese Yen credit and by foreign private 

investors as well as to increased raw materials imports for 

the manufacture of export products. 

The structure of imports has experienced considerable 

change over the years, reflecting the development of import-

substituting industries followed by the rapid growth of 

export industries. For instance, whereas the imports of 

chemical fertilizer, textiles and pharmaceuticals have been 

either stagnant or falling those of machinery# raw cotton, 

and logs have increased sharply. While import controls 

continue to be enforced by the government, they have grad

ually been liberalised or relaxed as reserves are built up 

and as growing needs by industry for plant and equipment 

and raw materials have to be met* 

NATURE OF THE MODEL 

Problems Relating to the, Model. 

What should be the for® of the model? What is the 

best econometric model of growth in Taiwan? How many 

variables will be involved in the model? Answers to these 

questions depend on the answers to the following additional 

questions! 

(1) What economic data are available for the modal? 



(2) What are the achievements of the previous 

economic plans of Taiwan? 

(3) What are th© basic factors determining 

Taiwan's economic: development? 

The answer t© (1) above is obtained from some relatively 

reliable publications from Taiwan. Although the data are 

not sufficient to show the whole picture of Taiwan's economic 

development, they at least show the directions and magnitudes 

of movement in the economy. Answers to (2) and (3) will be 

briefly described as follows® 

Achievements of -plana. 

The successful land reform programs launched in Taiwan 

in 1949 were a major factor of th© economic "take off" in 

Taiwan, The reform was carried out in thro® stops® The 

first phase, rent reduction# limited £am land rent-to 

37*5% of the total annual main crop yield sine© X9^9s the 

second phase, the sale of cultivated public land to tenants 

on a ten-year installment plan# has been in effect since 1951s 

the third phase# th® "land to the filler Program" aimed at 

turning all tenants into owners and redistributing privately 

rented land by limiting the holding of landlords to thro© 

22China Year-Book, (Taiwan, China, 1954-1965)I see 
also Industry of Free .China. (Taiwan, China), Vol, XXXII 
No, 4, April i965• 
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hectares. Since 1953 landowners who held an excess of three 

hectares were required to sell the excess to the government 

for resale to the tillers. The first step of land reform 

was launched in 19^9.23 In the next four years, the follow

ing results were obtained! 

(a) The agrarian reforms of the country» which is 

predominately agricultural, has encouraged 

economic and social development, 

(b) The most outstanding results of land reform 

were changes in income of farmers. 

(c) Agricultural productivity increased after 

the land reform. 

(d) As a result of higher income, farmers were 

able to invest more in their farms. 

(e) The rural community and status of the farmer 

have been improved in many respects. There 

have been advancements in education, social 

organisation and farming activities. A 

larger percentage of the population is now 

enjoying clean and improved public health 

programs. 

The above results of land reform fostered the success of 

three Four-Year Plans. Since 1953. Taiwan has instituted 

23 industry of Free China, (Taiwan, China), Vol. 
XXIII No. 37 March Ifo5» Pp. 8-10. 
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three four-Year Economic Development Plans in succession. 

The first four-Year plan was completed in 1965# in 

course of its implementation, most of its important goals 

such as the increase of agricultural and industrial pro

duction and stabilization of the national economy were 

achieved with remarkable success# However# a few projects 

were continued during the second Pour-Year Plan for 

continued execution. 

The second Four-Year Flan which began in 1957 was 

brought to a close at the end of i960. The goal of this 
* 

plan was the continuing development and improvement of 

income# agricultural and industrial production# inter

national trade, and investments. The achievements of 

these goals have already been mentioned in Chapter I, 

The third Pour-Year Plan, which started in 1961, was 

completed in 1964. The plan was:, formulated on the basis 

of the implementation of previous development plans and 

a study of economic conditions# It is also an integral 

part of a Ten-Year long-range economic development plan 

starting in 1965 and running through 1974, The goal of 

the Four-Year Plan has been to broaden the industrial 

base through diversification of production, and to promote 

export trade to obtain more foreign exchange for import of 

more raw materials. By 1964, Taiwan accumulated many raw 

materials and a surplus of US$53 million as a result of 

this plan, 
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Basic, factors ...Determining: Taiwan * a Economic Development, 

National Resources* Twenty-five percent of Taiwan's 

land area is agricultural and is densely populated. Con

sequently, land is utilised almost to maximum capacity. 

Rice and sugar are the two major crops of Taiwan# Part 

of the rice and most of the sugar which is produced in the 

country are exported, Forestry has the greatest potential 

for development at present# Because of its heavy st©citing, 

the rich forest resources will spur development of lumber 

processing, paper manufacturing and other industries, 

Taiwan is also rich in fishery resources, Because of its 

long coast lines and mild climate» Taiwan's fishery pro

duction is abundant. Water resources which support 

industrial development and irrigation are also plentiful 

in Taiwan, But Taiwan has meager mineral resources# Only 

coal is relatively abundant. It is estimated at 6?0 million 

metric tons. 

Manpower# The writing force has promoted the economic 

growth of Taiwan because of the workers' resourcefulness end 

the high level of education of the workers. Although man

power is the precious resource of a nation., it is also a 

burden to a nation# The rapid population growth has thus 

offset some of the achievements of economic development# 

2**r,hina Year-Bool;,, (Taiwan, China, 1962-63)9 p. 7̂, 
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Moreover, it weakens the capacity for capital accumulation 

and adversely affects the rate of future growth. 

In order to make good utilisation of the manpower 

resources, it is important to improve the quality of labor 

force so as to meet the development needs? average edu

cational attainment must be extended and th® number of 

vocational training courses must be increased. 

Capital accumulation. Capital is one of th© decisive 

factors of economic development, Its main source is domestic 

saving and U.S, aid. In the past decade, there has been .an 

increasing growth rate both in national income and per 

capita income. However, much of the increase was used for 

consumption. During 1952-1961, gross domestic capital 

formation comprised 19,6% of OHP on yearly average,On 

the same basis, the ratio of consumption expenditure to 

GNP is 88,5$ on yearly average, ' This explains the failure 

in the past to accumulate funds for development and the 

heavy reliance on U.S. aid and other foreign resources for 

financing capital formation. Hereafter, measures must be 

taken to restrain consumption and to encourage saving to 

fully mobilise domestic resources. In the meanwhile, 

revision of essential laws and simplification of related 

Hrsnnomic Review? Sank of China. Mo, 95 {Taipei, 
Taiwan, China, Sept, - Oct., 19&3)» p. 18, 

20 Ibid,» P» 18. 
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procedures should "be made to attract a greater inflow of 

foreign capital and overseas Chinese capital® 

s.ooytation^nd._ eiectric rower facilities® Taiwan 

has excellent transportation facilities and electric power 

supply which are necessary for economic development. 

In the sphere of transportation, the railway is the 

most important means of land transportation in Taiwan. All 

major towns and agricultural and industrial producing areas 

can be reached by trains. In addition to railways, the net 

of highways spreads to every corner of the province, The 

two international seaports of the island, Kaohslung and 

Keelung, are both equipped with modern facilities. They are 

connected by railways and highways with other parts of the 

island. Other facilities, such as air lines and tele

communications, are also available to most of the develop

ment needs of the economy. 

With regard to electric power, Taiwan has rich resources 

for development of hydroelectric power. The cost of electric 

power is relatively low, compared to the rest of the world, 

DESIGN OP THE MODEL 

From the above discussion, some of the main aspects 

of Taiwan's growth since 19^9 can be treated under the 

following headings« 
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National income 

The real rate of increase in the national income during 

the period between 1951 and 1961 was 7->9$ per year on the 

basis of the 1952 constant prices,27 On the same basis9 the 

total increase in real per capita income from 1951 to 1961 

was 53 percent. 

Population 

An abundance of educated » in expensive labor made 

Taiwan's economy extremely productive and competitive in 

foreign trade. Population, as a whole> grew as a result 

of the interaction of a normal birth-death process, Emi

gration has not been a significant factor since 1951» 

Since the fall of the China mainland to the Chinese Com

munists, the internal population shift from the mainland 

to Taiwan has become impossible. 

Agricultural production 

Agricultural production is the most significant 

factor contributing to the economic development of Taiwan. 

Not only have crops fed the dense population of Taiwan, but 

also many of the agricultural products are exported. The 

major crops exported in Taiwan are rice .and sugar. Recently, 

27 r.hina Year-Book. (Taiwan, China, 1965), op. 
cit,, p. 320. 
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forestry0 fishing and other agricultural products have also 

become important exports* 

Industrial production* 

Industrial production consists of manufacturing;, 

mining construction and public utilities and so on. It has 

become extremely important in the development of Taiwan 

economy. In terms of international trade « th e industrial 

sector is more important than is the agricultural sector, 

Exports of industrial goods rose by 1,064,?$ from 0, 8» 

$26,6 million in 1952 to U.S. $309.8 million in 1964, far 

exceeding the rate of increase for sugar and rice ( an 

increase of 65.1$ from 1952 to 1964). Contribution of 

industrial products to total exports increased from 22,3$ 

in 1952 to 66,9$ in 1964, a fact reflecting the growing 

importance of industry to the Taiwan economy. 

Investment. .aaid_c^ital^bima^y^n 

Capital formation is the most important factor for 

growth, Capital formation is the accumulation of machines, 

construction, and equipment, and the stock piling of semi

finished goods. So important is the role played by capital 

in economic development, that on® thinks of machines and 

tools — "capital" — as the main requirements of economic 

growth. It can be called "Fixed Capital Formation," Fixed 

capital formation will be considered as the main factor of 
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economic growth in future periods* Although much of national 

income has been used for consumption in Taiwan» capital form

ation still has been 19*6$ of GPP on a yearly average during 

the period 1952 to 196.1* This is the second highest rate in 

Asia (in Japan* investment was 37% of its GPP in 1960).2/ 

International trade 

Taiwan has relatively few of the raw materials neces

sary to sustain a developing manufacturing production. Haw 

materials and capital equipment must be imported* To pay 

for imports, exports have been encouraged and increased 

widely. Taiwan chose to pay for imports almost entirely 

by exporting and U.S. economic aid. Basically, Taiwan paid 

her own way in international trade and she realized that 

foreign trad© is extremely important to m island economy. 

During the economic-plans period, she has imported a great 

number of capital goods to 'develop the future economy. Also, 

she attempted to maintain a relatively small negative 

balance of international trade. The primary aim is to 

pursue a positive balance in the future. 

The model presented below attempts to reflect these 

major characteristics of Taiwan's economy. The structure 

of Taiwan's economy can b© classified into two sectors* 

one consisting of agriculture, forestry, fisheries, and 

28 Louis J. Walinsky, Th© ..Planning and Execution 
of Economic n?v«loamcnt, (New York. McGraw-Hill Book 
Co., P* i^o® 



the other consisting of mining, manufacturing, construction, 

public utilities, and commerce. For the convenience of the 

study, these are called the agricultural sector and the 

industrial sector, respectively. The net national product 

can be defined as the sum.of all final products® or as the 

total of factor earnings (wages, interest, rents, and pro

fits). ' This can be regarded as a flow-of-product 

approach or as an earnings or income approach. Per-capita 

income is defined as net national product divided by the 

total population. However, it is more meaningful to 

measure the productivity of each sector when showing 

economic growth, since the rapidity of population growth 

has influenced the rate, of economic growth in Taiwan, 

The expenditure approach can be derived as NNP~ 

C + I, where C represents total consumption and I is 

investments," In the case of Taiwan's economy, how

ever, the emphasis will b© on investment or capital 

formation, since fixed capital formation is the main 

determinant of economic growth. At the same time, 

international trad© is emphasized to encourage exports 

in order to pay for imports of capital goods which 

promote economic growth. 

29 Paul A, Samuel son, Economics, (New York 3 McG raw-
Hill Booh Company, Inc., 19^1), pp. 212-225* SgfChina 
Year-Book. (Taiwan, China, 1962.-1963)» p» 32^ for the 
inStV composition of net national product as used here. 

3° Gardner Ackley, Maeroeoonomic Theory« (New York i 
The Macmillan Company, 1963)• PP« 35-36. 



The period on which the model is based is from 1952 

to 1962» because the data before 1952 are questionable. 

Data for 1963 to 1968 will not be included in the sample® 

since these data are not currently available. 

The first problem in building the model is the 

measurement of the productivity of each sector. It can be 

derived from the compound interest equation as follows? 

(1) XlV*lt - Px (1 • r1)t 

(2) 'o'/' 2t P2 + r2^ 

where, x is real net output of the agricultural 

sector in period t» 

X„, is real net output of the industrial 
2t 

sector in period t, 

Klt is the number of workers engaged in 

the agricultural sector in period t, 

N2t is the number of workers engaged in 

the industrial sector in period t» 

Pj is the growth rate of productivity 

is the amount of the beginning 

productivity. 

The above equations yield productivity per worker. 

Net National Product is the nation's total current 

output of goods and services 1 t hat is® the sum of the 
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outputs of the agricultural and the industrial sectors. At 

the sane time, in order to relate such variables to total 

populations, equations for per capita income are introduced. 

(3)X t= <X l t  + X 2 t) = P <l+r>* 

W P.G.I. = r±/ t̂ 

where, is national product at time t, 

N is the total population, 

P.G.I. is Per Capita Income. 

Equations (3) and (^) have brought a population vari

able into the model. In the long run model, population is 

an important endogenous variable. The model used here 

follows closely that of R. L» Burford. ̂ 

n, «* n + (I - D) + IS 
A O 

where, n,. denotes the population at the initial 

data of a specified period and is the 

population at the end of this period, 

(I - D) is "net increase (or decrease}"— 

excess of birth over death—of the popu

lation, M is net migration, 

Roger L. Burford, Wet Migration for Southern 
Countie s 19^0-196.0, Research paper NumberB?!^School of 
Business Admini strati on, Georgia State College (Atlanta, 
Georgia» January, 19635s pp. 13"* 15' 
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This equation merely states that population of the present 

period equals population of the previous period increased 

by births, decreased by deaths. Increased by immigration, 

and decreased by emigration. Net emigration sine® 195° 

Taiwan has been quite small and will be neglected in the 

model. Since there was no significant migration between 

Taiwan and mainland China after the Chinese Communists 

took over the China mainland, this variable can be 

neglected. 

The above model can now be stated in a more general 

form to fit the present problem. 

(5> Nt = N0 C1 + (I " D> J 1 

where I - D is "net increase or decrease rate." 

Given the initial population of NQ and the net increase 

(or decrease), the population of any particular period t 

can be obtained. 

The model for fixed capital formation and exports 

will be built by means of the least-squares method and 

quadratic parabola equations based on sample data, as 

follows: 

(6) Y' = ac + V 

(7) Y^ = ae + V * Cet2 

where, Y' and Y! define ©xplicitely as fixed 
o ** 
capital formation and exports. 



Ths six independent endogenous variables in these 

seven equations are X-^^, Y±, n±3 Y* and Y\ 

.these variables will be solved in the next chapter* It 

should be noted that each of these equations involves only 

one exogenous variable t» where t represents time stated 
n/j 

in years* ~ The methods used to solve the equation will, 

therefore 9 be those which have been discussed in the second 

part of this chapter* These solutions will be taken up in 

the next chapter, 

32 
Milton H* Spencer, Colin G. Clark* Business and 

ilS£lloMlQ :̂bxtca5.tliiIgj,_M.Econometric Approach* TRicharfT 
D. Irwin* Inc. , Hoiaevjood, Illinois, 19&1) p, 3^5* 

Exogenous variable? The only truly independent 
variable which may plausibly 
be taken to be dependent mainly 
on factors outside the normal 
economic system* 

Endogenous variable? Or jointly dependent variables 
determined within and by the 
system* 



CHAPTER III 

FORECASTING TECHNIQUES 
AND THE SAMPLE AND ESTIMATE 

DEFINITION AND NATURE OF FORECASTING 

A forecasting or a prediction is generally defined as 

a statement concerning unknown future ©Tents."1" In other 

words, forecasting is the attempt to predict for some 

definite period in the future the actual values of a variable 

which will probably occur during this period. The object 

of this study is to consider alternative forecasting tech

niques for time series data, to formulate a statistical 

model for application to Taiwan's economy, arid to make some 

specific forecasts of future values of key economic vari

ables for Taiwan, Statisticians have frequently been 

content in their analysis of time series and statistical 

models to use the results in a rather vague fashion to 

show what had happened heretofore in a particular series, 

and from that information to predict whether the particular 

series would probably rise or fall in the future. Cer

tainly, the knowledge of the causal factors at work in the 

real world is not comprehensive enough to make it possible 

.conomic Forecasts and Policy» {Amsterdam! 
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to forecast with complete accuracy, But the forecasting 

techniques are advanced enough to make possible more reliable 

indications of future events than is possible with unscien

tific or nonstatistical approaches. Only when phenomena are 

reasonably well understood is the scientific approach possible 

to accurately predict what will happen and permit action to 

be taken in the light of such predictions, 

METHODOLOGY OF FORECASTING TECHNIQUES 

In recent years forecasting techniques and statistical 

models have developed into important and well established 

tools of economics. Although the number of different fore

casting problems that may be approached is exceedingly 

large, the number of basic kinds of techniques Is limited. 

There are four basic methods for forecasting the future as 

follows? (1) consistency or persistence, (2) classical time 

series analysis, (3) Correlation techniques, W econometric 

models, 

Consis^^f-Y ar oeygjlstencf 

This is the simplest of the forecasting methods. The 

crucial assumption of this method is that things will not 

change in the future or will change in the same way they 

have in the very recent past. While this may be true for 

most short-run situations, its application to the long run 

is questionable. Generally speaking, this method is less 
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than scientific. Therefore, it is not within the scope of 

the present study. 

Classical Time Series Analysis 

This is the oldest and most requently used body of 

statistical forecasting methods. It is substantially 

different from the general theories of statistical inference. 

As any historical variable, or economic time series, moves 

through time, it is typically influenced by a number of 

diverse forces pulling in all directions. For economic 

statisticians in their effort to understand more and more 

about how the economic system works, the study of time 

series is perhaps the most important source of information. 

But. perhaps one of the most difficult problem in the field 

of econometrics is that of the analysis and interpretation 

of time series. A time series is a series of data observed 

successively in time. It is usually shown either as a 

sequence such asa 

•flt Y2, Y y........ Yt. ...... Yn 

or. as a functional relation of the type 

Y = Y (t) t = h 2S 3i « • • • • » »n 

The result of using formulas developed to make future 

predictions is called forecasting. For the convenience of 

this study, and as is usually done, four basic types of 

rules or laws governing the changing values observed in 

any time series are recognised. These are secular trend. 
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seasonal variations cyclical variation and irregular 

variation. The recognition and quantitative determination 

of these four types of variation is the problem of time 

series analysis. 

This chapter will present a detailed discussion of 

secular trend and cyclical variation respectively, Because 

seasonal variation has the distinctive characteristic of 

being a movement in the data always occurring with each 

successive twelve-month period, it is not applicable here. 

The data used in this study are annual data. Irregular 

variation, because it is an episodic variation which cannot 

be predicted, is outside the scope of this paper and will, 

therefore, be omitted as well. Secular trend and cyclical 

variation will be discussed in turn, 

Sepygteip trend (or trend) 

Secular trend, or trend, is that characteristic of 

the series which is extended consistently throughout the 

entire periods it is the long term general drift of the 

series, The problem of trend analysis involves the 

recognition of the appropriate form of trend equation and 

the development of- its parameters. There are many different 

methods used for the measurement of trend, These methods 

may be classified into four basic categories as followst 

kiftthod of moving average..^ This method involves 

no difficult mathematical formulas. Computations are 
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mechanical. It does, however, possess some interesting and 

important theoretical considerations* First* it possesses 

a useful simplicity and can be ©©ployed with great advantage 

in smoothing different series derived from economic data, 

Seconds, it can be employed advantageously in the technique 

of the various methods used to remove from this data erratic 
2 elements suggested by the method, 

It is obvious however# that this is not the best 

approach available# because the moving average cannot 

completely eliminate the effects of the cycle* ®ie fact 

that cycles vary in amplitude and length calls for a 

moving average based on a fairly long period. Added to 

this is the fact that the trend of the data is usually 

nonlinear, and there is no standard of accuracy within a 

particular time period, These disadvantages and others 

preclude detailed discussion, 

The least-egua3^JiJlfia£JaaBBa* Th® linear tmnd 

is based on the method of least squares. The linear 

equation is given as follows.1 

X' ® a + bt 

where, Y* is the trend value called the "calculated value 

of Yw as distinct from the actual data values of X* t is 

the independent variable, time, a and b are the coefficients 

%arold ?. Davis, TO&fiJgM 
Series (Bloooington, Indiana» Tne Prinoip-a Press, lnc», 

I98T7 p» 23̂  
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in the equation of a straight line of regression (a is the 

Y' intercept and b is the slope of the regression equation)* 

The position of the straight line is determined by 

values of a and b. Mathematically* the values of a and b 

are determined where S (Y «• Y')2 is minimized* Therefore* 

the appropriate trend is also called the Least Square Trend* 

From the hypothetical data of Figure 1* the least square 

formula can be derived with the use of calculus as follows? 

Let U - J., (Yi - Yp2 » 2 (Y - Y«)2 

Substitute Y' » a + bt in the above formula 

U = £ (Y - (a + bt)}2 = £ (Y - a - M)2 

For a minimum» the curve must be concave upward 

and the necessary condition for a minimum is 

511 = 3U « 0' 
-^rs~ "aT 

au = sY - na - bst « 0 
aa 

2 
au = EtY - art - but « o 
"W 

3 fprhard Tintner, Kathcmatics„gnd Statistics Sag 
Economics? (r»v; York and Toronto • Kineharti Company, 
Inc., 1956), pp. 133-136. 



Slid, the use of colvTioninals. Tlie 

straight line (linear) trend is generally useful. However, 

in the real world some important liiiftg of data, require non

linear trend equations* therefore, linear trend analysis 

fails to fit data which constitute nonlinear economic time 

series. In many oases where a straight line will not fit® 

a polynomial may represent the trend accurately* The 

general process of fitting such a nonlinear case will he 

described briefly* 

From a knowledge of analytical, geometry, the 

generalized form of the equation is as followss 

V « a + bt + ct2 + dt5t . , . . 

For most ordinary purposes, such a nonlinear case need 

not be carried beyond the second or third power of t. 

The procedure is similar to that outlined for the linear 

case. Generally speaking, the quadratic trend is usually 

used. It also can be derived by minimizing the squares. 

Namely, let 

U* = E (Y - Y'>2 

Substitute Y' - & + bt * ct2 into the above equation, Then, 

U ~ 2 (_Y - (a * bt + of")J 2 

2 P 
— g (y - a - bt - ct4") 



For a minimum„ 3?j/3a » 30/3b » ao/ac ® 0, 

3U/a a = EY - na - bEt *» cEf « 0 

(X) 30/3 b » EtY « a£.t - bEt2 - cEt3 » 0 

30/ 3 c » St2Y - aSt2 - bEt" - et^ * 0 

Changing (1) into the standard forms of simultaneous 

equations, we have 

na + bEt + est2 « EY 

{ 2 ) n « 
aEt + bEt + cEt-5 = EtY 

aEt2 + bEt3 + cst^ - £t2Y 

There is an arithmetic advantage in/having the 

origin at the middle year, which is the mean of 

t value. Since the,: sum of the deviations from 

the mean zero, £t = 0, Et3 = 0. Equations 

(2) become 

na + est2 » EI 

(3) b£t2 * EtY 

ast2 * cEt^ • St2!. 

These equations can now be solved for the values 

of a, b» and c? 
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EYSV - £t2Y£t2 
a= - <^2)2 

sty 
b» —«~ 

St4 

n£t2Y - EYXt2 

° " nst4 - (rt2)2 

Exponential (Compound Interest) Trends. This type of 

trend is one which changes in a constant proportion each 

period. There are many economic phenomena, such a® popu

lation growth, price changes, and other economic activities, 

which are similar in nature to compound interest. The 

compound interest equation is?^ 

P. » P U + i)t 
X o 

where, PQ is an initial amount, 

i is interest rate , 

t is the number of years from the 

origin, 

This expression can be shown in logarithms? 

Log Pt * hog ?o * tLog (1 + i) 

Now, let 

Log Pt » log Y* 

Daniel B. Suits, statistics? m Introduction,to 
Quantitative ^onomic Research, (Chicago? Band McNally 

20^209. 
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kog P0 * Log a, 

Log (1 + i) » Log b, 

Then, Log Y* » Log a + Log b. 

By the method of least squares, the unknown 

Log a and Log b can be obtained as follows§ 

Log a « Et^LogY - EtEtLogY/nEt2 - (Et)2 

i 

Log b = nEtLogY - EtELogY/nEt2 - (Et)2 

if Et = 0, then, 

Log a « SLogY/n 

Log b = EtLogY/Et2 

Cyclical Variation 

It will be convenient to refer to cyclical variation 

as business cycles or economic cycles. Cycles represent 

variations in the level of economic activity. The 

variations do not occur at regular time intervals and have 

varying duration. One of the most important characteristics 

of business cycles is that they are diffused throughout the 

economy. There are several methods which are often used to 

measure the cyclical movement. 

Rpciidual method. This is the classic method which has 

6 Carl A. Dauten, Business, Cycles and Forecast! 
(Cincinnati, Ohio? Southeastern Publishing Company, 
1961), p. 7. 
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been used most commonly, the procedure used in this method 

is to eliminatew the trend and seasonal components of a 

given series in time» thus obtaining a combination of 

cyclical and irregular movements® Further® results are 

smoothed, providing acceptable approximations to the cyclical 

component, Strictly speaking, the cyclical movement obtained 

includes some irregular movements as well. But the irregular 

movement usually has little influence en the .results of the 

cyclical movement. Consequently, the effect is not 

appreciable in a long-run economic time series. 

From the definition of the residual method, it can be 

derived algebraically that» The time series (I) consists 

of the four variations® trend variation (T) # Se asonal 

variation (S), cyclical variation (C), and irregular 

variation (I). If it is assumed that these components are 

additive, then 

y  =  T + 3 + C ^ " I .  O r ,  ( G  +  I ) a » Y -  ( T - s ) .  

If, on the other hand, it is stipulated {as is usually 

done) that the four variations are combined multipli-

catively, the combined variations may be designated as 

follows! 

Y = TSCI 



Prom this9 it can be seen that 7 
53 

GI « Y/TS « TSCI/TS 

From the above computation, it can be shown that 

C. D. « YA*s 

where Y*s « fS, 

C.D, = the cyclical deviation* 

The model above determines the combined cyclical-

irregular movement. Because irregular movements are 

episodic in nature and usually of short duration, they do 

not have a significant effect on the model* Hence, most 

statisticians consider C.D. as .an approximation of the 

cyclical movements. 

Correlation and Regyo.g_sl.Qil. Techniques, 

Correlation and regression techniques are very 

important tools for the purpose of measuring the inter

actions of economic variables and for determining whether 

certain relationships are important enough to be considered. 

Simple correlation measures the relationship between two 

variables which are both scattered about their respective 

means. When there are more than two variables to be con

sidered simultaneously, multiple regression analysis has to 

7 i? F Croxton and D. J. Cowden, Applied General 
<lhw™£*. Prentice-Hall, Inc.. 1939). 

5^0-549» 



b© used* The closeness of the relationship may be shown 

in general terras by the coefficient of correlation r» 

But, application of regression analysis for fore

casting is based on 'the assumption that the independent 

variable is Known or can be predicted accurately* Con

sequently, there is difficulty in correlating time series. 

There is no logical basis for estimating the reliability 

of the independent variable. The main problem in the use 

of any reliability test of r for economic time series is 

that the different observations are not randomly distributed, 

The theory of correlation of time series data is not very-

well developed. Therefore, the analyst can reach no firm 

conclusions about the exact nature of this interrelation

ship, Moreover., nothing can b© inferred from observed 

correlations about the causality or lads of it in the 

relationship between the two variables. 

At the same time, since time series data for fore

casting must be adjusted for some possible sources of 

variations, it is not easy to state the relationship 

among these variations* 

Correlation techniques will not be used in this 

thesis. 

Econometric Models 

Econometrics is a new branch of economics. Its 



functions are to sake formulations and measurements in 

economics and to do intensive statistical research.® As 

Professor Tingergen has saidi^ 

econometrics could too defined as statistical 
observation of theoretically founded concepts* 
or* alternatively, mathematical economics 
working with measured data. 

Therefore* it is obvious that ma.ltieimtical-eeonoraios and 

mathematical-statistics are the tools of tconGmetrias. On 

the other hand* econometric models* as compared to mathe

matical models* are designed to make more systematic use 

of statistical data in predicting economic phenomena® 

Although models have been long used in. -Hie field of 

economics* such as the "Marshallian demand curve** they 

have become mors important since Keynes* .Conors! Theory* 

Keynes* model brought a theorising revolution by using 

models instead of written form# There have boon many 

significant models built. For example* the Cobb-Douglas 

production function is one of th® famous models in 

economics. This model can be shown as follows?9 

V = (1 + a k 

8J® Tinbergen* Econometrics (London? George 
Allen & Unwin Ltd# * 1951)» P" i®* 

9 Jan Tinbergen and Hendricus 0. Bos# * laiSiMaati 
lted.1. of Bconcffllg OWWtH (»— York. HcGnw-Hall Book 
Company* Inc.* 1962/* p# i2# 
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where» V is production volume* 

a is quantity of labor employed, 

k is the annual rise in efficiency, 

and^c are the elasticities of production 

with regard to labor and capital 

respectively, 

The above production function is a model of production-

capital-technical change. Econometric models have had an 

important role in giving concrete, quantitative expression 

to the general schematic laws established by economic 

theory. This model, actually, is an example of a compound 

interest type of equation, which will b© the basic fore

casting method in this thesis, The above equation can be 

written as 

V « (1 + E)* p, 

where P * . 

The model developed in this thesis is based on 

statistical techniques and economic theory, and will 

analyze the economic growth of Taiwan. The model will be 

described in detail in the next section of this chapter. 
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THE SAMPLE AKD ESTIMATES 

This section will deal with the models built in 

Chapter II and will describe in detail the solution of the 

models. As has been mentioned before, there are seven 

equations in the growth model. The first five equations 

can be described as compound interest equations and the 

last two equations are treated as linear and nonlinear 

trends. The methods will be classified in this section, 

on the basis of the nature of the equations, as compound 

interest equations and linear and nonlinear trends. 

The computation procedures of equations (1) and (2), 

and equations (6) and (?) will be shown explicitly in the 

following section. Since equations C3)» (-• (5) are 

similar in essence to equations (1) and (2), they will not 

be described in detail, only their results will be shown. 

The equations will be fitted to economic data from 1952 

to 1962 and the figures from 1963 to 1975 are predicted 

from the estimated equations. 
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Computation Procedures 

j&ijfflpund Interest equations. Equations (1) and (2), 

those for productivity per worker for the agricultural and 

industrial sectorss are presented here to illustrate the 

procedures of computation as follows? 

First step? Change equations (1) and (2) into the 

logarithms? 

(D ~ •p i(1 + ri}t 

'it 

(2) . P, (1 + r2)t 
N2t 2 

(1) log_lt „ Log p-̂  + tLog (1 + r,) 
Klt 

v f 

(2) lItOgA 2t 
rT"~ * Log ?0 • tLog (1 + rj 
2t " 2 2 

Second step? Compute the components of equations (1) * 

and (2)' as in Table Is 



TABLE 1 

Computation of the Components of Equations (1)' and (2)' 
From 1952 to 1962 

Unit! NT$ Millions for Per 
Thousand Workers 

Year 
Xlt 
Nlt N2t 

t t2 T Xlt LOgn—— 
It 

- 1 • 
It 

tLogsr— 
It 

Log 
2t 

^2t 
tLogjr— 

2t 

1952 15.29 9.33 °5 25 1.1844 -5.9926 0.9926 -4.9630 

1953 23.15 11.96 ™»4 16 1.364-6 -5.4584 1.0777 -4.3180 

1954 19.51 13.30 ~3 9 1.2903 -3.8709 1,1239 -3.3717 

1955 22.80 15.68 -2 •4b# 4- 1.3579 -2.7158 1.1953 -2.3906 

1956 25.94 17.76 ~1 1 1 • 414-0 -1.4-140 1,2494 -1.2494 

195? 29.20 20.31 0 0 1.4654 G 1,3077 0 

1958 31.81 22.10 1 1 1.5026 1.5026 1.3444 1.3444 

1959 35.85 25.83 2 4 1.5544 3.1088 1.4121 2,8242 

I960 46, ?8 28.4-8 3 9 1.6701 5.0103 1.4545 4,3635 

1961 53.3? 30.98 4 16 1.7273 6,9092 1.4911 5,9644 

1962 51.4? 33.86 5 25 1.7116 8.5580 1.5297 7.6485 

110 16.2426 5,?0?8 14.1784 5.8595 

Sources Tables 14 and 16 



From the formula of exponential trends as discussed 

in Chapter 11, the following results are obtained* 

SLog 
Log P ir , = 16.2^26/11 = 1,4766 

^ n 

LLog X VN 
Log P = • _£L_EE = 14,1784/11 1,2889 

C pp 

Xft StLog 

Log (1 + rx) = il. « 5,7078 « 0.0519 
St2 110 

Log (1 + r ) LtLog X2tAr2t_ 5»8595 = 0,0533 
.2 " " lio 

£t 

therefore, equations (1)' and (2) ' become 

Log i3LS = 1,4766 + 0,0519t 
xlt 

X 
Log ^ 1s2S89 + o,0533t 

iS2t 

Equations CD and (2) with empirically determined 

values of 3 D and r2 are 

= 29.97 (1 + o.mf 

(2)fss = 19.^5 (1 + 0.13X)t 

2t 
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Equations (1) and {2)» as estimated, are now used to 

make projections for Taiwan for each year from .1963 through 

1972, 

Third Steps The forecasts made from equations (1} and (2) 

are shown in Table 2 and the closeness of the fit of the 

equations to actual mines, as well as projections to 1972 

are shown graphically in Figure 2. 

It should be noted that the 1952-1962 fit for the 

industrial equation is remarkably close* However, the 

fit for the agricultural equation is not quite so good. 

This, however, is as might be expected since agriculture 

is subject to much greater year to year instability than 

the industrial sector, as a result of weather, limited 

land use and other factors* 



TABLE 2 

Estimated Values ef Agricultural and Industrial 
Productivity for Taiwan-, 1952-1972 

Based on Equations {1} and (2) 

Uniti NT$ Millions 

Agricultural Industrial 
Productivity Per Productivity Per 

Year Thousand Workers1 Thousand Workers2 
X, ht w2t 

*7, *7 

1952 16.49 10.53 
1953 18.53 11.91 
1954 20.40 13.46 
1955 23.60 15.25 
1956 26.59 17.20 
1957 29.97 19.45 
1958 33.77 21.99 
1959 38.06 24,86 
1960 42,88 28,11 
1961 48.33 31.78 
1962 54,46 35.93 
1963 61.11 40.62 
1964 69.1? 45.92 
1965 77.95 51.92 
1966 87.84 58.89 
1967 96.99 66,36 
1968 111*55 75.03 
1969 125.71 34,82 
1970 141,68 95.90 
1971 159*66 108,42 
1972 179*92 122,57 

Notes 1 1 From Equation {1} 

2 From Equation {2) 
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FIGURE 2 

Actual and Estimated Agricultural and Industrial 
Productivity for 1952-1972 

8T$ 
Millions 



6k 

Using the procedures of computation outlined above» 

the empirical forms of equations (3) and (5) are as followsi 

(3) i*t = 29,^91 (1 + 0*1563) * 

(5) hTt = 10,212 (1 + 0,033)t 

where is defined as net national product in 

current dollars® 

N^. is total population# 

Equation (k) will be calculated from Equations (3) 

and (5)» 

Estimates based on these three equations are presented 

in Table 3. Figures 3® k 5 show the relation between 

the actual and estimated values of these x^ariables and the 

projections to 1972. Again, the fit of the equations to 

actual data is remarkably good for all three equations. 
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TABLE 3 

Estimated Values of National ProductPer 
Capita Income and Population» Taiwan 1952-1972 

mPer**5ap^ta^*™ 
Income Or 
Product tyfa-j. 

(NT$) 
Year 

National Product 
*t 

(NT$ Millions) 

Population^ 
Nt 

(Thousand) 

1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
•*-972 

14,230 
16,492 
19»072 
22,055 
25*503 
29,491 
34,104 
39,437 
45,604 
52,736 
60,981 
70,518 
81,545 
94,297 
109,043 
126,095 
145,801 
168,584 
195,000 
225,^76 

1,641 
1,841 
2,060 
2,306 
2,580 
2,888 
3,241 
3,618 
4,048 
4,531 
5,070 
5,675 
6,325 
7,109 
7,955 
3,925 
9,965 
11,139 
12,483 
13,970 
15,635 

8,672 
8,960 
9,258 
9,565 
9,883 
10,212 
10,523 
10,901 
11,265 
11,638 
12,028 
12,426 
12,838 
13,265 
13,70? 
14,129 
14,632 
15,135 
15,621 
16,140 
16,676 

Notes! 1 From Equation <3) 

? It should be noted that this is per capita 
national income. It is not per capita 
personal income, 

3 From Equation (5) 
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I4pea^ and Kr>nlinear Trend Equations 

Equations (6) and (?) are linear and nonlinear trends, 

The computational procedure used for these equations is as 

followsl 

First Stepi Deflate current 'values by an appropriate 

price index to remove effects of inflation. 

This is done as followsi 

Value in 1962 dollar * 100 X 

Current Value 
Indices a major city consumers* prices with base in 1962 

Table k contains data on the current and deflated 

values of (1) fixed capital formation and (2) value of 

exports, as well as the price index used to deflate these. 



TABLE 4 

Computation of Fixed Capital Formation and Exports 
From Current into Constant Dollars* Taiwan* 1952-1962 

(Units NT$ Million) 

Year 

Current Current 
Value Of Value Of 

Fixed Capital Export 
Formation (1) (2) 

Indices Of 
Major City 

Consumers* Price 
(1962 *100) 

(3) 

1962 Dollar 
Value Of 

Fixed Capital 
Formation 

{5} X 100 

1962 Dollar 
Value Of 
Export 

(2) 
(1) x 100 

1952 2,019 1,432 43*48 4,643 3,293 

1953 2,540 2,079 51.42 4,940 4,043 

195^ 2,73? 1,631 52.28 5.235 3,120 

1955 2,122 57.46 6,068 3,693 

1956 4,007 2,189 63,50 6,310 3,44? 

1957 5.044 4,320 68,28 7,387 6,327 

195S 6,381 4,603 69.15 9,228 6,656 

1959 8,478 6,429 76.46 11,088 8,408 

i960 10,598 7,033 90.58 11,700 7.76 4 

1961 11,748 8,991 97.68 12,028 9,204 

1962 11,945 10*064 100.00 11,945 10,064 

Sources Tables 20 and 22. 
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Second otept Fit the series in constant dollar values with 

an appropriate curve .and compute the trend 

values, 

The most appropriate trend equation for fixed capital 

formation seems to be a straight line whereas the data on ! 

exports seem to require a second degree curve. The trend 

values of these two variables are calculated by means of 

least-squares linear trend and least squares nonlinear 

trend, respectively. 

The original deflated series, the computational pro

cedures, and the projections to 1972 for fixed capital 

formation are shown on Table 5. Comparable data for exports 

are shown in Table 6, 

For purposes of comparison and evaluation, 1962 dollar 

values and estimated values of fixed capital formation are 

presented graphically in Figure 6, Similar data lor exports 

are shown in Figure 7» As would be expected on grounds fif 

economic theory, there is much greater fluctuation around 

the trend values for these two variables than for the others 

already discussed, These two are considerably more sensi

tive to cyclical influences. 
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TABLE 5 

Computation of Secular Trend 
Value of The Fixed Capital Formation» Taiwan* 

1952-1962 and Projections to 1972 
(Units 1962 NT$ mil.) 

.2 Fixed Capital Trend 
.m 
ro 

.xea capo 
Formation tY Value 

Y c Y» 

1952 -5 25 4,643 -23,215 3,823 
1953 -4 16 4,940 -19*760 4,707 
1954 -3 9 5,235 -15,705 5,591 
1955 -2 4 6,068 -12,136 6,475 
1956 -1 1 6,310 - 6,310 7,359 
1957 0 0 7,387 0 8,243 
1958 1 1 9,228 9,228 9,12? 
1959 2 4 11,088 22,176 10,011 
1960 3 9 11,700 35,100 10,895 
1961 4 16 12,026 48,104 11,779 
1962 5 25 11,945 59,725 12,663 

_ _ - 90̂ 6?0 97,207 

Year Trend Value Y ' 

Y* =* a + bt * 8,243 + 884t 1964 

S. = 90,6?0/ll - 8,763 || lliif 
1968 17,967 

b = = 97,207/HO - 88;+ 1970 19*735 
X-t 1971 20,619' 

1972 21,503 

c 

a 
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TABLE 6 

Computation of Secular Trend 
Value of Exports, Taiwan, 1952-1962 and 

Projections to 1972 
(Units 1962 NT$ 100 million) 

Year t 
Exports Of 
Commodities 

Y 
e 

tY, 
Trend 

tY Value 
e I* 

® 

1952 -5 2? 625 3,293 -16,465 82,325 3,050 
3,346 1953 -4 

1954 -3 
16 256 4,043 -16,172 64,688 

3,050 
3,346 1953 -4 

1954 -3 9 81 3,120 - 9,360 28,080 3,740 
1955 -2 4 16 3,693 - 7,386 14,772 4,232 
1956 -1 1 1 3,447 - 3,447 3,447 4,822 
1957 0 0 0 3,327 0 0 5,510 
1958 1 1 1 6,656 6,656 6,656 6,296 
1959 2 4 16 8,408 16,816 33,632 7,180 
I960 3 9 81 7,764 23,292 69,876 8,162 
1961 4 16 256 9,204 36,816 147,284 9,242 
1962 5 25 625 10,064 50,320 251,600 10,420 

I 110 1,958 66,019 81,070 702,340 

a 

™ a + bt + ct2 

= 5,510 + 737t + 49t2 

** - Et2fEt2 SYEt 

Year 

1965 
1966 

NZt^ - (Et2)2 1|| 

129,265,202 - 77,257,400/9.438 1969 
1970 

5,510 1971 
1972 

EtY 81,0?0 
H* = ~TIo"~"~ 

NEt2Y - EYEt2/NEt '' - (St2)2 

7,725,740 - 7,262,090/9,^38 58 49 

Trend Value Y» 
11,696 
12,972 
14,542 
l6l?112 
17,780 
19,546 
21,410 
23,376 
25,432 
27,590 

737 
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Third Step» Computation of cyclical movement index* 

The data for fixed capital formation and exports 

clearly contain significant cyclical fluctuations. Hence# 

it is necessary (in order to forecast with any degree ©f 

accuracy the future values of these variables) to adjust 

the trend projections in Tables 5 and 6 and Figures 6 and 7» 

in order to account for the cycle# This will: be done in the 

following pages with th© us© of harmonic techniques. 

1. Compute cyclical, relatives and standard deviation. 

The computation procedures are presented in 

Tables 7 and 8. 
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TABLE 7 

. Coznputation of Cyclical Relatives and 
Standard Deviation in the Fixed Capital Formation, 

Taiwan, 1952-62 
(Units 1962 NT$ mil,) 

Cyclical X -X* 
*ear Y Y' Relatives 100(Y-Y* )/Y4 iJi £xlOO) 

UOOY./Y') Y-

1952 4,643 3,823 121,4 21.4 457.96 

1953 4,940 4,70? 105.0 5.0 25.00 

195^ 5,235 5,591 93 »6 -6,4 40.96 

1955 6,068 6,475 93.7 -6,3 39.69 

1956 6,310 7,359 85.7 -14.3 204,49 

1957 7,387 8,243 89.6 -10.4 108,16 

1958 9,228 9,127 101.1 1.1 1.21 

1959 11,088 10,011 110.8 10.8 116,64 

I960 11,700 10,895 107.4 7.4 53.29 

1961 12,026 11,779 102.1 2.1 4.41 

1962 11.945 12,663 94,3 5.7 32.49 

s 1,084,30 

The standard deviation is computed as follows* 

f W" "*x-- ^ 100)^" r~ 

,.j?!zz.— 
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TABLE 8 

Computation of Cyclical Relatives and 
Standard Deviation in the Exports 

Taiwan, 1952-1962 
(Units 1962 NT$ million) 

Year Y e Y* 
e 

Cyclical 
Relatives IOOCY@-Y;)/Y; 

E E 

iohz 

1952 3,293 3.050 108.0 s.o 

1953 4,043 3,346 120.8 20.8 

195^ 3,120 3,740 83.4 —16»6 

1955 3,693 4,232 87.3 -12.7 

1956 3,447 4,822 71.5 -28.5 

1957 6,327 5,510 114.8 14,8 210.04 

1958 6,65 6 6,296 105.7 5.7 32.49 

1959 8,408 7,180 117.1 17.1 292.41 

I960 7,764 8,162 95.1 -4.9 24.01 

1961 9,204 9,242 99.6 —0® 4 0,16 

1962 10,064 10,420 96,6 -3.4 11.56 

I 579.6? 

In view of the diminishing tendency displayed in the cyclical 

relatives, and in order to make the estimate as accurate as 

possible, the standard deviation of estimates is computed 

based on the cycle of the last 6 years, since the cyciioal 
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relative ox 1952-1956 are significantly different from 

and Y; compared to 1957-1962, incorporating those data 

into the standard deviation would have affected the accuracy 

2. Computation of Harmonic series 1 

Based on the cyclical relatives computed in fable 7, the 

harmonic series describing the cyclical fluctuations of fixed 

capital formation were computed and are presented in Figure 8 

for the period 1952-1972. For comparative purposes, the 

cyclical relatives for 1952-1962 are also presented. It 

should be noted that the fit is quite good, 

A similar harmonic series was developed for exports on 

basis of cyclical relatives computed in fable 8, This series, 

along with the actual cyclical relatives, is presented in 

Figure 9. The fit here is not so good as is the case for 

fixed capital formation. The "cycle" is less clearly defined. 

Perhaps the reason is because of the diverse influences of 

world markets for various products, price changes, limitation 

of this estimation 
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of the economic structure during a developing economy, and 

natural calamities. 

Computation of the points on the curves in Figures 8 

and 9 is carried out in Tables f and 10, 

3* Computation of net cyclical movement index* 

The cyclical movement diagrams show that in Figure 8, 

the cycle's length is 8 years {1952-60) whereas in Figure 

9, it is 6 years (1953-59), Thus, in accordance with har

monic analysis which involves the construction of sine 

diagrams, we shift the y axis to an appropriate position 

which is located at the first year with its cyclical rela

tives equal to 100$. Thus, in Figure 8, the y axis will 

be shifted to 1957-1958, In Figure 9, it is shifted to 

1956-57, After an angular degree is determined for each 

year, the net cyclical movement index is obtained in the 

following tables 

(The formula used iss10 aQ * aSin (2fft/A ) 

where A is the period, the cycle's length times 2, 

a is the amplitude, or the coefficient of the 

harmonic. In the present case, the standard 

10 wntiam I, Greenwalh, statistic,? fop Ecoqond|tg 
willia- v«rrri 11 Books * Inc ,, 1963)» 

(Columbus, Ohio § Charles E. MerriJ-x 
pp. 297-303. 



deviation will be used, 

IT is 130° 

ao is axis of symmetry which is 100$, 

t is time. In Figures 8 and 9, tine for 

1957-53 and 1956-57 will bo 0, 

Fourth Stepi Adjustment of the trend value to take 

account of the cyclical movement index* 

The cyclical adjustment indexes computed in Tables 

9 and 10 were then used to adjust the trend projections 

presented in Tables 7 and 3, and Figures 8 and 9* Thus, 

the rightmost column of Table 11 eon tains trend-cyclical 

projections of fixed capital formation in Taiwan annually 

for the period 1963-1972. Similarly, Table 12 contains 

trend-cyclical projections of exports from Taiwan for the 

same period. The projections, of course, do not take 

account of irregulnr fluctuations since these, by defini

tion, cannot be predicted. 
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TABLE 9 

Computation of Net Cyclical Movement 
Index in the Fixed Capital Formation 

YEAR t 2-rr . 
1 

A 
SinSE-t g. 

A Sin t 
A 

100 +S . Sin 
2TT . 
—t 

Mid 1957-58 0 0 0 0 100.0 

1958 1 22.5 o.382? 3.8 103,8 

1959 3 67.5 0.9239 9.1 109.1 

I960 5 112.5 0,9239 9.1 109.1 

1961 7 157.5 0.3827 3.8 103.8 

1962 9 202.5 -0.3827 -3.8 96.2 

1963 11 24?.5 -0.9239 t NO
 

« S-»*
 

90.9 

1964 13 292.5 -0.9239 -9.1 90.9 

1965 15 337.5 -0.3827 -3.8 96.2 

1966 17 381.5 0,3827 3.8 103.8 

1967 19 427.5 0,9239 9.1 109,1 

1968 21 472.5 0.9239 9.1 109.1 

1969 23 517.5 0,3827 3.8 103.8 

1970 25 562.5 -0,382? -3,8 96.2 

1971 27 607.5 -0.9239 -9.1 90.9 

1972 29 652.5 -0,9239 -9.1 90.9 

Notes 

S (Standard deviation) - 9«9 
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TABLE 10 

computation of Met Cyclical Movement 
Index in the Exports 

Year t 
2tt . 
"A* 

2fr 
oin —^-t S»bin t A 100 • S.SinJ* 

Mid 195^-57 0 0 0 0 100,0 

1957 1 30 0,5 4*9 104,9 

1959 3 90 1,0 9,8 109,8 

1959 5 150 0.5 4.9 104,9 

I960 7 210 -0,5 -4.9 95*1 

1961 9 270 -1.0 —9*8 90,2 

1962 11 330 —0»5 -4.9 95*1 

1963 13 390 0,5 4,9 104,9 

1964 15 450 1,0 9*8 109.8 

1965 17 510 0,5 4,9 104.9 

1966 19 570 -0.5 -4.9 95*1 

1967 21 630 -1.0 -9*8 90.2 

1968 23 690 -0.5 -4,9 95*1 

1969 25 750 0.5 4.9 104,9 

1970 27 810 1.0 9.8 109.8 

1971 29 8?0 0,5 4.9 104.9 

1972 31 930 -o»5 -4,9 95*1 

Note. In the Table A - 6 x 2 = 12 for t - 0. 1, 3. 5..... 

S (Standard deviation) - 9.3. 



Year 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 
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TABLE XI 

Secular Trend of Fixed Capital Formation 
Adjusted by Net Cyclical Movement Index 

(Units 1962 NT$ million) 

(A) 
Trend Value 

(B) 
Net Cyclical 
Movement 
Index 

(A) x (B) 
Adjusted 

Fixed Capital. 
Formation 

13.547 

14,431 

15,315 

16,199 

17,083 

17,967 

18,851 

19,735 

20,619 

21,503 

90,0 

90,9 

96,2 

103,8 

109,1 

109,1 

IO3.8 

9 6*2 

90,9 

90,9 

12,314 

13,118 

14,733 

16,815 

18,638 

19,602 

19,567 

18,985 

18,743 

19,546 



Year 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 
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r- ,.-.1 

TABLE 12 

Secular Trend of the Exports Adjusted 
by Let Cyclical Movement Index 

(Units 1962 NT$ million) 

(A) 
Trend Value 

(B) 
Net Cyclical 
Movement Index 

(A) x (B) 
Adjusted 
Exports 

11,696 104,9 12,269 

12,972 109.8 14,243 

14,542 104.9 15,255 

16,112 95.1 15,323 

17,730 90,2 16,138 

19,546 95.1 18,588 

21,410 104.9 22,459 

23,376 109.8 25,667 

25,432 104.9 26,678 

27,590 95.1 26,238 
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In this chapter seven equations, which describe 

reasonably well the growth of Taiwan's economy, have been 

calculated and the projections have been mad# from them 

to the year 1972. The method used in this chapter is 

based mainly on the considerations in Chapter II. Inter

pretation of the projections in terms of their meaning for 

the economic growth of Taiwan, and a critique of the fore-

casting techniques will be discussed in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER IV 

CCKCIiOSXGI! 

Thus far projections have presented for the 

future economic growth of Taiwan* This chapter will be 

devoted to a discussion of the meanings ©f the projections 

in the future oconomy of Taiwan* as well as to a critique 

of tho advantages and disadvantage® of the present for®-

casting techniques* 

In this discussionj it is also extremely important to 

consider the expected price level during th# -period which 

has been forecasted# This fellows sine# dhsn$£ee in the 

price level can help understand movements o£ money as well 

as real national product and national income®' On the 

other hand, since the price level vanes# It is difficult 

to measure real output and lncswft* Therefore# Mil® chapter 

will be divided into three parts as follows! (1) -rice 

level, (2) Advantages and disadvantages of forecasting 

techniques, and (3) ?»W» economic prospects. 

i «~4 .. asorv (*« forki 
Gardner Aclvley» Mips^Slkel. 

The KaoHillian Company. 15 
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Price Level 

In spi te of the rapid increase in money supply, a 

relatively stable price level has been maintained in Taiwan 

in recen years, Taking 1956 as the base year, the whole

sale price index in Taipei reached 149,41 in 1962. During 

this period, average annual change in the wholesale price 

index was 3.2#. To determine the extent to which Taiwan 

has achieved price stability, an analysis of price changes 

in respective four-year plan periods may prove useful, 

Thus, the second four-year period (1957-1960) witnessed 

average annual changes of 8,9$ in the wholesale price index 

while the third four-year plan period (1961-1964) only 3.6$, 

However, the price situation has grown more stable 

year by year. Such a low rate of price increases as that 

experienced recently can probably not be considered to 

endanger Taiwan's economic growth. 

Disadvantages, Due to limitations of the economic 

data available, both in quantity and In quality, and other 

factors, there are undoubtedly many shortcomings in the 

forecasts made here. For exaiapl®8 
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1. ational income statistics have been compiled in 

Taiwan for only the past 11 years, which is really 

too short a time to reveal adequately secular trend 

and cyclical movements in the economy of Taiwan# 

There may even be theoretical grounds for doubting 

that it is possible even to identify any cyclical 

movement that may have existed during this short 

period of 11 years. 

2. There has been much criticism of Taiwan^ national 

income statistics. Some argue that the national 

income statistics are upwardly biased. Others 

contend that they are too low. The data on workers 

engaged in the agricultural sector ar© questionable, 

since other figures on workers in agriculture, actu

ally are higher than the data shorn in the model. 

Consequently, this may incorporate and aggravate 

statistical biases contained in some other economic 

data. 

2 w A sourr, L. S. Kellogg, and J. H. Smith, 



Since Taiwan is now reaching the "take off" stage 

in economic development, the problem of economic 

structural changes is emerging. In addition, as 

an insular economy, Taiwan is constantly under the 

impac t of international market changes and national 

disasters. Therefore, there are many risks in 

forecasting the future, based on past happenings., 

in an economy like Taiwan's, 

Strictly speaking, the compound interest formula 

probably should not have been used for all of the 

first five equations. For instance, the estimation 

of national income was in current prices. This 

equation for constant dollar national income would 

no doubt have been different, At the same time, 

the determination of the linear and nonlinear trends 

as in equations (6) and (?) was probably not very-

scientific, particularly for such a short period. 

If the data vary at later dates, the nature of 

the trends will also be changed. 

When coverting current data into constant dollar 

values, the indices of Major City Consumers' 

prices was used throughout as a deflator. To 
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reveal a more accurate picture of an economy, 

delators should be respectively varied with the 

nature and properties of the specific economic data 

to be deflated instead of using an uniform deflator. 

Advpntaggs^ The estimations stick closely to established 

principles of time series analysis. Moreover, the model 

requires only the data that ar® available. It embodies at 

one stroke objectivity and subjectivity, desirability and 

feasibility. It is more than a pur© wish or a simple 

statistical forecast, 

1. The methods used in estimation are rather simple, 

easy to use and within the reach of the limited 

manpower and financial means of the present study, 

2. The methods used in the forecasts are accepted, 

because the trend values conform closely to the 

actual figures. } 

3. Use was made of cyclical movement index to adjust 

the secular trend thus calculated to make the 

estimated economic development trend values vary 

more closely with real economic changes, 
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Economic Frofrpects 

At a grovrch rats of 6.9% a year for national income, 

Taiwan's economic growth is comparable to the achievements 

of various other rapidly growing economies of the world. 

More important, the question now relates to the future 

projections of Taiwan's growth. As for the agricultural 

sector, it has been projected to have a high rate of growth 

in productivity in the future. Moreover, its productivity 

is projected to be higher than the productivity of the 

industrial sector (see Figure Z) • However, the future of 
'• ' ' I 

the agricultural population is doubtful. In another source, 

the agricultural population is shown to be much higher than 

is indicated by the present data. Moreover, given the 

high rate of progress already achieved in unit field, 

intensive land use, irrigation development, fertiliser 

application, further development in this field is certainly 

a challenging task. In other words, average productivity 

in agriculture will probably not be as high as the pro

jections indicate. This results partly from the fact that 

the projections were calculated by compound interest 

equation, based on the past 11 years' data. Therefore, 

the productivity of agriculture will probably be limited 

3 y^Book (Taiwan, China, 196h-65). p. 107. 
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to a level somewhat below that projected in the future. 

r  J o t i t y  oj .  the industrial sector, on the other 

hand, is shovm to have very great importance in the future. 

The percent are of national product originating in the 

industrial sector is likely to increase while that from 

agriculture will probably decrease. Reflected in foreign 

trade* "this means that the role played by industrial products 

in exports will increase and that by agricultural products 

will diminish. At the same time* the proportion of capital 

goods and industrial raw materials imported will probably 

increase accompanied by decreases of consumer goods imports. 

As the economic development progresses* average productivity 

in the industrial sector is potentially large in the future 

as the projections show in Figure 2, Taiwan is entering a 

new and hopeful phase of industrial development. 

Population is a very real problem as the projections 

show in Figure 5. Taiwan's rapid population growth will 

pose an increasing burden. Although birth control and 

other methods have been initiated* population growth is 

still not checked efficiently. The rapid population growth 

has thus offset some of the achievements of economic 

development. In other words* the growth rate o.>. income 

has been partially offset by the rapid population growth 

as shown in Figure 4-. Hence income per capital has a 
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somewhat lower growth rate than total national income in 

Figure 3, 

From the theory of production» there are two alternative 

methods which could be used to increase employments namely, 

labor intensive methods and capital-intensive methods. If 

labor-intensive methods are selected the employment will 

be increased directly. In Taiwan, which is largely over 

populated, there is considerable disguised unemployment 

existing in the rural sector indicating that labor can b© 

shifted to the industrial sector for productive employment 

without causing any decline in agricultural output. At the 

same time, the wage level in Taiwan is relatively low* 

Thus, the pattern of industrial development in Taiwan is 

represented by the mushrooming growth of industries employ-

ing labor-intensive methods of production. The increase of 

employment in Taiwan still depends on the labor-intensive 

method of production. 

On the other hand, in a highly advanced economy 

capital intensive methods are usually predominant owing 

to high wage levels and the desire to promote producti

vity. Though both methods may increase employment, their 

effects on the whole economy are different. Capital -

intensive methods of production stimulate the advancement 
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of technology, promote productivity and mass production 

that cannot be achieved by labor-intensive methods. 

For this reason. Table 11 contains forecasts of 

adjusted iixed capital formation in the future. The 

estimated percentage of annual increase is 5*8$ during 

the period of 1963-72* In order to increase capital 

formation, the importance of export trade has been fully 

recognized in Taiwan's island economy during the economic-

plan periods. In Table 12, adjusted projections of exports 

(1963-72) are shown to have an average percentage increase 

of 11.4$ per year. Although these figures are not suffi

cient to state whether the industrial structure will change 

significantly toward full utilization of resources and 

attainment of higher productivity? at least they indicate 

that the capital formation has been emphasized for the future. 

Due to Taiwan's rapid population growth and the 

nature of an island economy, the si gnificanoe of trad® 

has become all the more prominent in the course of indus

trialization. Thus, in order to promote Taiwan's advanced 

development, it will be necessary to promote productivity 

as well as an improved industrial structure through the 

improvement of productive techniques and the acceleration 

of Investment. 
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